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Infrastructure Software

Industry News
Cisco to Acquire Splunk, to Help Make Organizations More Secure and Resilient in an AI-powered 
World
Full Article

Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) and Splunk (NASDAQ: SPLK), the cybersecurity and observability leader, 
today announced a definitive agreement under which Cisco intends to acquire Splunk for 
approximately $28 billion in equity value. The acquisition builds on Splunk's heritage of helping 
organizations enhance their digital resilience and will accelerate Cisco's strategy to securely 
connect everything to make anything possible. The combination of these two established leaders 
in AI, security and observability will help make organizations more secure and resilient.

Cloud Spending Climbs as Hyperscaler Infrastructure Becomes ‘indispensable’
Full Article

End-user spend on public cloud will reach $678.8 billion next year, up 20.4% year over year from 
$563.6 billion in 2023, according to Gartner. Hunger for generative AI capabilities is the prime driver 
of market growth, as organizations race to adopt the infrastructure-hungry technology. 
Hyperscaler verticals that integrate industry-specific software, platform and infrastructure services 
will be another growth vector. “Cloud has become essentially indispensable,” Sid Nag, VP analyst 
at Gartner, said in the report, pointing to the sheer scale of data and compute needed to power 
generative AI adoption.

IBM, Microsoft Launch Generative AI-managed Service
Full Article

IBM and Microsoft have deepened their collaboration around generative AI, deploying a large 
language model managed service in the Azure Marketplace. The IBM Consulting Azure OpenAI 
Service gives developers and data scientists access to generative AI tools, including GPT and 
Codex, and provides organizations with a suite of pre-built enterprise use cases for the technology. 
The partnership advances IBM’s multi-model open-ecosystem approach to the technology, 
providing customers with multiple AI solutions across various hyperscaler platforms, as well as 
through watsonx, the enterprise AI and data studio deployed last month.

Broadcom to Acquire VMware for Approximately $61 Billion
Full Article

Broadcom Inc. (NASDAQ: AVGO), a global technology leader that designs, develops and supplies 
semiconductor and infrastructure software solutions, and VMware, Inc. (NYSE: VMW), a leading 
innovator in enterprise software, announced an agreement under which Broadcom will acquire all 
of the outstanding shares of VMware in a cash-and-stock transaction that values VMware at 
approximately $61 billion. VMware, a leading provider of multi-cloud services for all apps, 
pioneered virtualization technology, an innovation that positively transformed x86 server-based 
computing. VMware then created the software defined data center and played a leading role in 
virtualizing networking and storage, before evolving to become a hybrid cloud and digital 
workspace leader.  Following the closing of the transaction, the Broadcom Software Group will 
rebrand and operate as VMware, incorporating Broadcom’s existing infrastructure and security 
software solutions as part of an expanded VMware portfolio.

https://investor.cisco.com/news/news-details/2023/Cisco-to-Acquire-Splunk-to-Help-Make-Organizations-More-Secure-and-Resilient-in-an-AI-Powered-World/default.aspx
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/11-13-2023-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-public-cloud-end-user-spending-to-reach-679-billion-in-20240
https://newsroom.ibm.com/2023-08-17-IBM-Consulting-Collaborates-with-Microsoft-to-Help-Companies-Accelerate-Adoption-of-Generative-AI
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/company/vmware-broadcom.pdf
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Selected Infrastructure Software Transactions Announced in Q3 2023

Capital IQ and Mirus Capital Advisors.  Acquisitions of US companies with publicly-disclosed transaction values greater than $20 million
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Infrastructure Software
Infrastructure stocks are up 35% year to date (September 30) buoyed by strong 
ARR and revenue growth even while focused on expense reductions and 
measured hiring. Industry bellwethers have outperformed management guidance 
and are forecasting strong growth in 2024, with an improving outlook driven by 
continued demand for cloud offerings and emerging opportunities with AI; 
tempered by rising market volatility from the developing geopolitical environment.
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Technology
State of the Industry

Source: Capital IQ

Source: Capital IQ
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The Value of 
Accomplishment
The highest level of expertise and hard 
work is what accomplishment requires. 
It’s what you deserve and what we do.

• We sweat the small stuff. 
• Take a 3:00am call.
• Say yes.
• Say no.
• Dig deeper when things get tough.
• And  celebrate with you when your 

efforts pay off and you can reflect on 
it all and say, “It’s really remarkable 
what we’ve accomplished here.”

• Then and only then, will we know that 
we’ve accomplished something 
meaningful, too.

About Mirus 

Mirus has been an active technology deal maker for the last 35 years. Representing 
professional investors and boards, as well as bootstrapped closely held businesses, 
Mirus has closed over 100 transactions in technology industry sectors including: 
Manufacturing Automation, Software, Hardware and Peripherals, Internet and 
Digital Media, Telecom and Networking.

Partner Spotlight

“The Mirus team successfully guided us through every aspect of the transaction, 
from identifying prospective buyers through closing. They conducted a thorough 
process and we are delighted by the outcome.”

minar@merger.com
781-418-5965

Rudy Minar

As a Partner with Mirus Capital Advisors, Rudy Minar brings over 25 
years of experience in investment banking and corporate 
finance.  Prior to Mirus he was a partner at tech boutique AGC 
Partners and worked at CIBC World Markets and Oppenheimer & Co. 
He has completed over 100 financial advisory transactions 
aggregating over $8 billion. Trained as an electrical engineer, Rudy 
brings deep domain knowledge and extensive relationships within 
the infrastructure software sector, having worked with private 
emerging growth companies as well as large public companies such 
as EMC, Cisco, and Oracle. He earned his Master in International 
Affairs from Columbia University and received his BSEE from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

fullerton@merger.com 
781-418-5954

Alan Fullerton
crain@merger.com 

781-418-5950

Andrew Crain
kiernan@merger.com 

781-418-5926

Brendan Kiernan
soto@merger.com 

781-418-5934

Kate Soto

mailto:minar@merger.com
mailto:fullerton@merger.com
mailto:crain@merger.com
mailto:kiernan@merger.com
mailto:soto@merger.com
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Mirus Technology Spotlight

MeetingPlay, a pioneer in hybrid event technology, has received a $75 
million investment from Sunstone Partners, a growth-oriented private 
equity firm focused on software and tech-enabled services companies. 
MeetingPlay offers a full suite of offerings for all types of conferences, 
events and meetings that allow for rich attendee experiences. The 
ultimate value that underpins the company’s software platform is 
connecting attendees to each other in a way that creates a unique 
and differentiated event. “Even with unprecedented YOY growth, 
we’re just getting started,” said MeetingPlay Co-CEO Joe Schwinger.

Centerbase, a legal practice management software company that 
provides mid-sized law firms with a cloud-based platform to streamline 
operations, has acquired Family Law Software, the leading workflow 
software for family law legal practices. Used by thousands of family law 
professionals, Family Law Software automates financial forms and 
calculations related to divorce proceedings. With this acquisition, 
Centerbase expands its already robust practice management, billing, 
and accounting product to better serve the complex workflow of 
family practice attorneys. With Family Law Software, Centerbase now 
serves over 5,000 law firms.

Scaleworks, the B2B SaaS-focused venture equity firm, today 
announced its acquisition of Full Circle Insights, known for helping 
companies drive pipeline growth through their marketing attribution 
and campaign measurement platform. Scaleworks’ investment and 
partnership will accelerate Full Circle’s strategic roadmap, enable 
product innovation, and enhance go-to-market strategy.

LiveData Utility Solutions, Inc. provides a leading integration platform to 
the power generation, transmission, and distribution markets. The 
Company’s RTI Server™ is real-time middleware that can be deployed 
on-premise or in the cloud and is designed for operational technology 
(OT) systems. The acquisition extends Oracle Utilities’ Network 
Management System. LiveData Utility Solutions is headquartered in 
Cambridge, MA.
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